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U.S. holding company and Douglas Elliman parent organization Vector Group is bringing an innovative tool to the
real estate sector with the launch of a new investment vehicle.

New Valley Ventures will invest in promising property technology (PropTech) startups committed to supporting
rapid transformation of the real estate industry for the benefit of the agent experience. In connection with the launch,
New Valley Ventures has acquired an ownership stake in Rechat, a lead-to-close fully-mobile technology dashboard
for real estate agents.

"We are incredibly excited to introduce New Valley Ventures to the PropTech industry," said Richard J. Lampen,
executive vice president and COO of Vector Group, in a statement. "We look forward to putting our capital and deep
industry knowledge to work to bring exciting and innovative tech-driven solutions to our colleagues at Douglas
Elliman as well as the greater real estate community."

The future of real estate
Rechat includes a customer relationship management system that helps real estate professionals organize their
client rosters, manage communications and prioritize responses, syncing with Google Mail and Outlook. It also
allows for marketing automation for social media, email blasts and digital and printed collateral materials.
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Vector Group hopes  Rechat will revolutionize the way real es tate agents  and managers  work. Image credit: Rechat

Other features include a modern open house experience, helping agents save time and effort on scheduling,
designing marketing templates, managing listings and capturing leads. Its  online and offline registration pages
allow attendees to simply flow into a database, maximizing outreach and offering automated responses.

Additionally, the real-time MLS search and alerts feature provides Rechat users fast, accurate and consistent data to
share with clients more efficiently. Rechat's fully-mobile platform allows for easier listing and transaction
management operations, streamlining the process of completing forms, managing documents, updating pricing
and collecting signatures.

Rechat will be strategically rolled out to all Douglas Elliman agents during the first half of 2021.

For its newest multichannel campaign, Douglas Elliman is encouraging clients to redefine "home" on their own
terms. The "Next Move is Yours" campaign was produced in partnership with Grey New York, the brokerage's agency
of record.

Content will roll out across several media platforms, such as cable television, Hulu, digital and print publications,
social media and targeted out-of-home advertising, targeting affluents who are on the move during a booming
pandemic-era real estate market. It is  expected to record more than 40 million impressions (see story).
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